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Abstract: Machine learning (ML) algorithms are now part of everyday life, as many technological
devices use these algorithms. The spectrum of uses is wide, but it is evident that ML represents a
revolution that may change almost every human activity. However, as for all innovations, it comes
with challenges. One of the most critical of these challenges is providing users with an understanding
of how models’ output is related to input data. This is called “interpretability”, and it is focused on
explaining what feature influences a model’s output. Some algorithms have a simple and easy-to-
understand relationship between input and output, while other models are “black boxes” that return
an output without giving the user information as to what influenced it. The lack of this knowledge
creates a truthfulness issue when the output is inspected by a human, especially when the operator
is not a data scientist. The Building and Construction sector is starting to face this innovation, and
its scientific community is working to define best practices and models. This work is intended for
developing a deep analysis to determine how interpretable ML models could be among the most
promising future technologies for the energy management in built environments.

Keywords: machine learning; energy efficiency; building and constructions; machine learning
interpretability

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) is now used in many industrial and scientific fields, from
aerospace to marketing and advertising. In the architecture, engineering and construction
(AEC) sector, ML models and algorithms can be applied to building automation systems
(BASs) and building digital twins (BDT) to improve building energy efficiency and flexibility
by making use of widely available building operational data [1]. Such systems can automate
building management, reducing global consumption of primary resources (i.e., energy
and water), increasing indoor comfort, increasing structural safety, and reducing the need
for building maintenance. It is well known that the building sector is one of the major
contributors to carbon emissions, accounting for up to 36% of global energy consumption
and 37% of CO2 emissions [2,3]. Moreover, the operation phase can account for up to 80–90%
of the total energy consumption throughout a building’s entire life cycle [4]. Considering
these data, the size of the impact of the building sector on global warming is evident. A
reduction in such consumption is crucial for reaching carbon neutrality, as advised in the
Sustainable Development Goals [5,6] proposed by the United Nations and for reaching 55%
CO2 reduction by 2030, as recommended in the Green New Deal [7].

A good way to reach such challenging goals is to implement inside BASs or BDT ML
models to improve building sustainability and reduce the related environmental impact.
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There are many such examples in the literature, wherein heating, ventilation, and air condi-
tioning (HVAC); energy storage; renewable-energy production systems and smart lighting
interface with automatic control systems [8–12]. Traditionally, these systems were managed
using experience-based algorithms such as “proportional integrative and derivative” (PID)
controllers, threshold actuators or, in some cases, physical models. However, this approach
can be difficult to implement due to the complex interactions between the different energy
systems that coexist inside a building [13]. However, owing to the recent diffusion of Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices, it is possible to obtain real-time data at low costs. Moreover,
most of these devices are widely used, making them a reliable and simple solution for
monitoring the environment [14–16]. Then, the data collected can be easily sent to big-data
platforms to develop innovative control strategies and historical analysis. ML models can
be implemented directly in IoT devices, into an edge or fog node (a system able to collect
and process data coming from different IoT devices and placed near them or somewhere
inside the infrastructure), or in a remote/cloud server [17]. This system allows the models
to learn directly from the environment, to consider the actual and ever-changing needs of
users, and to adapt to changes almost in real time. This approach is called “data-driven”
and is considered paradigm of digitalization [18,19]. With this approach, buildings can be
monitored and can be enabled to make decisions autonomously, with or without human
intervention [20]. By integrating real-time data with geometrical information from the
project phase (as from building information modelling, or BIM), it is possible to develop
digital twins (DTs), a digital construct that can replicate and simulate the behaviour of a
building in real time. It is important to emphasize that to develop a proper DT, the system
must be able to “interact” with the environment. There is also the possibility of employing
a human-in-the-loop approach [21,22]. Therefore, ML models are adopted by operators
as a part of the control process [23]. In the future, ML will likely be used in almost all the
process related to building management and energy systems and will be considered to
have the same importance as other components, such as HVAC and electrical systems.

However, many models are essentially “black boxes”, making it difficult for users to
understand how they work and the relationship between input and output data. This lack
of transparency can lead to a truthfulness issue for lay users because it may be difficult to
understand results and resolve problems [24]. Such models are opposed to “white boxes”,
which are transparent and interpretable. However, white boxes are purely theoretical,
and most ML models can be considered “grey boxes,” being somewhere in between the
two extremes. Interpretable, or explainable, ML models are intended to solve this issue
by providing information on how and why the outcome is generated. Their aim is to
explain the relationship between the cause and the effect observed within a system, giving
the user information about what types of input affect the output. In other words, such
systems make known to the user which inputs are the most predictive of the output (i.e.,
which have the greatest effect on the output) and how predictions change depending on
the inputs (i.e., the effect of changing the input). Interpretable ML models are currently
widely discussed in the scientific and industrial communities because of their relevance.
The concepts of interpretability and explainability concepts are also defined in the ISO/IEC
TR 29119-11:2020 regulation, though with a difference: interpretability is defined as the
level of knowledge of how an artificial intelligence (AI) model works, while explainability
is defined as the level of understanding of how an AI model returns a given result. The
difference is subtle, and the two concepts are usually used interchangeably.

Therefore, while ML models are increasingly used in BASs and BDT, there is a in the
understanding of results that can lead to a lack of trust from users. Interpretability aims
to bridge this gap using specially developed ML models and algorithms. However, the
scientific community has not reached a global agreement about how to evaluate success
with regard to interpretability. Therefore, the present work aims to discuss possible future
directions for this new and debated field. Starting from a focus on the main research
fields and using examples from the scientific literature, we introduce the meaning and
importance of interoperability, with a focus on definitions; discuss the main characteristics
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of interpretable models; and introduce interpretability levels. The main interpretability
models in use are described with reference to the different fields of usage and with examples
and case studies from the international literature. In conclusion, it is evident that there is
a lack of global definitions despite the wide international interest in the topic. Therefore,
it would be advisable to adopt a common framework for ML interpretability to broaden
knowledge about its benefits and challenges.

2. Fields of Application

Over the last decade, the number of ML applications dedicated to energy management
for building environment has increased significantly, as evidenced by the high number of
scientific studies and reviews in the literature [11,24–38]. The main topics investigated are
prediction of load and power, fault detection and diagnosis (FDD), and occupancy-related
applications. Moreover, many industries have included fundamental algorithms inside
their commercial platforms. For instance, IBM implemented DT features inside its “Max-
imo” platform [39]. Another example is Microsoft Azure, which includes programmable
ML features applicable to many use cases, from energy management to mobility infrastruc-
ture [40,41], as is also the case for Amazon Web Service (AWS) [42,43]. There are also other
commercial platforms, but the focus of this work is on the application of ML interpretable
models, not the development of a discussion on DT platforms. For further information, the
reader can consult reviews specific to that topic [44,45].

What follows is a brief description of some of the most relevant use cases for the
application of ML models in building energy management.

2.1. Load and Power Prediction

Load prediction (LP) is related to the ability of a ML model to develop accurate predic-
tions of the energy usage of a system/building in terms of power and energy consumption.
By contrast, power prediction (PP) is used to predict the amount of power generated by
renewable/traditional power-generation systems, such as photovoltaic (PV) panels, wind
turbines, co-generators, or other power-generation devices. The main objective of LP and
PP is to increase buildings’ sustainability by reducing the energy taken from the electrical
network [27], instead relying as much as possible on locally generated power. This concept
can be implemented by adaptation of the loads based on the production schedule or by
using energy when the electrical network has a surplus, as in the case of local energy dis-
tricts [46,47]. ML models designed for these applications can be used for both demand-side
management and prediction. For instance, using a demand-side model, it is possible to
balance the energy supply and demand in real time while using renewable energy sources
as much as possible. Using a predictive model, local energy storage can be optimized to
regulate battery charging or the operation of power equipment based on when during
the day the cost of energy is lowest [48,49]. Therefore, the model’s choice depends on the
goal and the systems under analysis. As an example, if there are straight constraints on
power-system operations, a demand-side model is advisable; if instead, the goal is to reduce
the global energy usage, a model predictive control is the better choice [50]. ML models
do not necessarily require physical information related to equipment (energy equations,
efficiencies, etc.) but can use historicized data for training. By this method, application
development is quicker, but the time before the applications are fully operative can be long
because a historical database covering a sufficiently long period is required [51].

Among the different types of ML algorithms, such as artificial neural networks (ANNs),
tree-based methods, and deep neural networks (DNNs), autoregressive models are the
most used, as evidenced by many literature studies [27,52–54]. This is not surprising
because ANNs are highly suitable for managing complex real-world problems such as
prediction of solar radiation [55] or heating/cooling efficiency [56]. Moreover, ANNs are
considerably more flexible than tree-based methods because they do not depend on linear
approximations or binary logics, as those methods do. DNNs seems to be very promising
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for load prediction, especially if they are coupled with long short-term memory layers
(LSMT) [57].

2.2. Fault Detection and Diagnosis

FDD is a widely discussed topic because it is essential to maintain building efficiency,
especially in buildings where energy-intensive loads (such as chillers and heaters) are
installed [58,59]. Using ML, it is possible to monitor the status and life cycle of devices
using self-learning energy signature models. For example, such a system might be used in
contexts where electrical motors are installed [60,61]. A correct assessment of the status of
energy appliances leads to a reduction in energy consumption because timely responses to
failures and ageing are directly related to energy savings. For example, fan malfunctions
can increase the fan’s electrical consumption by up to 10% [62] and mechanical failures
can decrease the coefficient of performance (COP) of HVAC systems by up to 33% [62].
Other FDD ML techniques use the average energy consumption of a device to detect
anomalies [63], monitor production (for PV panels [64]) or vibration (for wind turbines [65]).
It is also possible to use device-independent models that are trained on common electrical
equipment and devices [66,67]. The most-used ML models are support vector machines
(SVMs), ANN, convolutional neural network (CNN) models, recurrent neural network
(RNN) models, and deep generative systems [29]. Moreover, faults are also related to safety
and security, as evidenced by some famous disasters. Famous examples include the fire
in the cathedral of Notre Dame De Paris in 2019, in which a short circuit caused a fire
that devoured part of the building [68,69]; the Windsor Building fire in Madrid (2015) [70];
and the Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul of Nantes fire in France (2020) [71]. Tne use
of appropriate technological measures results in a reduction in the probability of faults
occurring and can help to detect them before they cause damage. FDD is thus also related
to building safety and security; it is not purely a matter of energy use.

2.3. Occupancy-Related Applications

Occupancy-related applications are intended to monitor the presence and activity
of people inside an environment. This monitoring is possible thanks to occupancy-level
prediction and activity recognition, which are two branches of computer Vision models that
use ML and AI models to analyse the number of people inside an environment and their
current activities. One application of such an algorithm is seasonal-customized occupancy
prediction (SCOP). Its value can be calculated using a gradient-boosting decision tree,
a random forest model, or an ANN with an overall accuracy above 80% [72]. It is also
possible to obtain occupancy data from indirect measurements, as is done for common
indoor air pollutants such as CO2 [73], internet traffic [74], mobile phones [75], power
loads [76–78], expected indoor activities [79], air conditioning systems and temperature
profiles [80] and lights [81]. Data from different sources and devices can also be considered
conjointly [82–85]. It must be noted that occupancy is strictly related to indoor activities
and schedules; therefore, every application is based on the specific characteristics and
usage of the single room or environment. To obtain accurate information, it is mandatory
to tailor models and input data based on the expected habits of the occupants. IoT plays a
fundamental role in this process, making it possible to obtain data on parameters that are
otherwise difficult to evaluate. However, knowledge of occupancy alone is meaningless for
the optimization of a building’s energy balance. It must be used as an input for other ML
models or in simple control routines (i.e., lights on or off). For example, in energy-related
applications, it is possible to use occupancy data to regulate thermostats [86,87], control
HVAC systems and air-exchange rate [62,88–92], control lighting systems [86,87,93], and
generally control electrically powered systems [94]. To give a reference value, energy
consumption could be reduced by up to 23% by using occupancy predictions to control
HVAC systems and by up to 20% beyond that value by using activity recognition [34,95].

It is also possible to increase the complexity of the control system to incorporate other
parameters, such as those related to indoor environmental quality. For example, predicted
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means vote (PVM) systems can be used to reduce a building’s energy consumption by
up to 58% and CO2 emissions by up to 24% [33,96]. It is also possible to calculate PVM
and PPD using classification and regression trees (CART), with good accuracy [97], or the
ASHRAE seven-value scale [98]. Another field of application is the evaluation of indoor air
quality [86,87,93], which can lead to similar advantages in energy savings.

3. Machine Learning Interpretability

One of the main problems that can arise when a ML model is used is that it can be
difficult to discern what data affect the process, how they affect it, and which feature has the
greatest influence on the predictions. Sometimes, the efforts related to the comprehension
these elements be beyond human capabilities and ML models are not worth using [99]. An
example of this limitation is for the FDD of electrical equipment using ANN: although the
problem is well defined, the data that affect the results is not always easy to understand
and can vary depending on the device and the specific fault. The ANN input structure is
clear to the user, but the ways in which the data are interpreted by the model are obscured.
This disadvantage can reduce the use of ML models due to a lack of interpretability.
The relationship between the fault and the cause may be difficult to identify. ANNs are
composed of many hidden layers that are trained on the dataset, the outputs of which
are usually not understandable by humans. Moreover, as the number of layers increases
(as for DNNs), the model becomes deeper and darker. It is possible to employ simpler
models such as support vector machine (SVM), k-NN and regressors; however, there is
an associated trade-off in terms of accuracy [100–102]. Despite the current large-scale
adoption of ML for use in everyday tasks, the lack of interpretability is one of the main
challenges for real-world applications [103]. This issue is commonly related to a general
absence of “real” physical data from the process and to the presence of incomplete or
badly structured data [104]. It is possible to represent the different ML models on an
accuracy/interpretability plane, as shown in Figure 1. The vertical arrow represents the
rise in accuracy associated with more complex “black box” models, while the horizontal
arrow represents the intrinsic interpretability of simpler ones.
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accuracy is associated with more complex “black box” models (vertical arrow), while most simple
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The “black box” ML models produce output without any explanations, and users
usually need support in interpreting the results so that they can understand, control,
and act on the physical environment. This opacity leads to scepticism in the building
industry about the application of such models. Moreover, they are sometimes considered
untrustworthy if they are not trained on real operational data. Therefore, scientists are
working to generate accessible interpretations that can explain the ML model’s predictions
without oversimplifying essential details or sacrificing performance [105–108]. For instance,
considering a HVAC system, an interpretable model can explain why and how the efficiency
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of a system changes in relation to the input, thus increasing the user’s trust in the model
(Figure 2).
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Moreover, it is possible to interpretate data on a global or local level, depending on
the specific requirements of the application. Global interpretation explains an ML model
based on a full view of the data structure, as opposed to local interpretation, which explains
each prediction individually [24]. Global models are intended for correlating data with
predictions, considering relationships within the whole input dataset. When applying
such models, it is important for users to have an overview of the prediction process; for
example, they may need an explanation of what features are most significant for predicting
energy consumption. Instead, local models provide a more transparent understanding
of how predictions are generated for a specific feature [24]. Therefore, they explain how
every single input affects the prediction. Unlike for global models, such explanations are
important in allowing users to trust the output and to understand whether it is correct. For
example, local models can explain the effect on external air temperature on HVAC power
consumption and efficiency. Global and local interpretations are graphically explained
in Figure 3, using as reference standard layouts for K-means and general classification-
tree models.
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Interpretation is done before or after model training, depending on the model used:

• Ante-hoc models are interpretable before the training process;
• Post-Hoc models are interpretable after the training process.
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Ante-hoc models are also called intrinsic or transparent models. For example, a linear
regression is an ante-hoc model intended for forecasting the value of one variable based on
the value of another [109]. The model is self-explanatory because it fits the expected value
of a variable with a linear equation; this concept is easy to understand and explain [108].
Although linear regression is highly interpretable, it can be too simple to address complex
problems encompassing many variables, such as the prediction of power consumption
inside buildings [110]. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were developed to overcome
the limits of linear regression by using a series of smoothing functions to better regress the
data [111,112]. By contrast, post-hoc models can be applied to “black box” models after
their training. They can return the dependency and significance of an input in relation
to the output without giving information on the internal model structure. They can be
interpreted by examining the interrelationships between input features and predictions
without knowledge of the process [113,114]. These models are also called “surrogate”
models because they act as an additional layer in data interpretation. One example of such
a model is local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [115], which will be
discussed further in this work. The graphical representation in Figure 4 shows post-hoc and
ante-hoc implementation in a common ML working flow; an ante-hoc flow involved the
use of an interpretable model and goes directly to the evaluation step, while a post-hoc flow
is developed using a surrogate model, which provides explanations after model training.
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ML interpretability techniques can also be “model-agnostic” or “model-specific”. For
example, an interpretability technique that can be used for a single ML model is “specific”;
if it can be used with any model, it is “agnostic” (Figure 5).
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Model-agnostic techniques can be used in combination with any ML model because
they require only data and do not consider the models’ structure. Usually, post-hoc
interpretability techniques are also model-agnostic [24]. An example is SHapley Additive
exPlanations (SHAP), a post-hoc model-agnostic technique intended for approximating any
ML model locally [115]. By contrast, model-specific techniques are dedicated to single ML
models, providing interpretability to specific models. For example, an attention mechanism
and perturbation-based approaches can be used in combination with ANNs to improve
interpretability [116,117].

How to Assess ML Interpretability

Within the scientific community, there is no consensus about how to measure inter-
pretability [106]. However, a common framework for the definition of interpretability is
necessary. Doshi-Velez and Kim [118,119] proposed an evaluation methodology based on
three main levels, as described below (Figure 6):
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The levels are related to the knowledge/experience of the user, the costs of develop-
ment, and the degree of abstraction from the real process.

1. Application-level (real task): The explanation is given at the end of the process, and
its quality is evaluated by the end user. For example, a ML crack-detection software
can locate cracks and marks them in images. At the application level, the end-user
can test the crack-detection software directly to evaluate the model. This testing
requires a good experimental setup and a good understanding of how the quality
of the output is assessed. Therefore, the quality of the evaluation relies on the user
knowledge/experience with regard to both the specific task and models.
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2. Human-level (simple task): the explanation is given at the application level. The
difference is that the assessment is carried out not by a domain expert, but by anyone.
This approach makes evaluation cheaper (because it is not necessary to find an expert),
and it is easier to find testers. In this case, many explanations can be developed by
the ML model, and the users choose the best one. However, this method is somewhat
limited by the user and their capacity to make the correct choice; therefore, it is not
suitable for complex tasks for which an expert is required for output evaluation.

3. Function-level (proxy task): at this level, users are not required to assess the expla-
nation. This level is intended for a model has been already evaluated and tested
with human-level evaluation (level 2) or in an application-level evaluation (level 1).
The task is performed autonomously by the ML algorithm, and the user is only a
supervisor who trusts the model’s output.

Despite the proposal of interpretability levels and the associated taxonomy, many of
the models/approaches developed by the scientific community lack a proper definition
of interpretability or do not assess the effectiveness of their approach from an end-user
perspective. This deficiency leads to difficulties in comparing different works and problems
when the models are applied in the real world. Moreover, the evaluation is related to the
use-case and should be developed with the participation of the users. This approach would
be difficult or impossible in some cases for several reasons: data could be protected under
a non-disclosure agreement (NDA), safety concerns may make testing difficult, or the
end-user may not be interested in publishing the results. Considering the current interest
in ML models and the high number of scientific papers related to the topic, it is advisable
to adopt a common framework for interpretability assessment. Sucha framework could be
used by all authors to evaluate and share the level of interpretability of their models.

4. Models and Techniques for Energy Assessment and Optimization for
Built Environment

The variety of ML models is quite wide, with many variants having developed over
time. However, they can be organized based on the task they perform, the type of learning
they use, and the related input data [120]. The classification scheme is shown in Figure 7.
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It is not an objective of this paper to describe the learning methods of ML mod-
els. Therefore, for further detail, the reader can consult the literature specific to that
subject [120–123]. However, generally, it is possible to describe data types as follows:

• Structured: input data must be well-defined and structured, with information orga-
nized and described in detail. For instance, device names, times, power, temperatures,
locations, occupancy, etc. are examples of structured data.

• Unstructured: if the data has no pre-defined format or organization, it is considered
unstructured. In these cases, the analysis of relevant information is much more difficult
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to perform. For example, textual input, word processing, audio files, videos, images,
etc. can be considered unstructured data.

• Semi-structured: data are not stored in an organized structure (such as a relational
database), but have some organizational properties. For example, XML, JSON docu-
ments, NoSQL databases, etc., are examples of semi-structured data.

Moreover, input data can also be associated with metadata information, which can
be considered structured, unstructured, or semi-structured. Before choosing a ML model,
it is important to understand the structure of the input. For interpretability, the optimal
data structure is related to the user’s knowledge of the process. Usually, the choice of
structured or semi-structured data is advisable, especially when using ante hoc models
that are intrinsically interpretable. If data are well structured, it is possible to easily obtain
a higher level of interpretability (level 2–3) because the process is repeatable with few
accuracy issues and because little knowledge of the specific process under analysis is
required [122–124]. However, this approach elevates the importance of the other data
structures (semi-structured and unstructured) having good interpretability. Below, the
most-used interpretable ML models for energy management in built environments are
discussed with examples based on the scientific literature on the matter.

4.1. Interpretable Artificial Neural Networks

ANNs are widely used across the scientific and industrial communities because they
are quite easy to use and to adapt to different contexts. They were developed to mimic the
neural structure of the brain, beginning with the first studies on perception [124]. Usually,
they are considered “black box” models because the internal operations performed on
the data are usually obscure and difficult for the user to understand [125]. However, in
recent years, due to their wide distribution and the widespread interest in them, new
and interpretable modified ANN models have emerged. For instance, Jang et al. [126]
developed an accurate DNN for daily peak-load forecasting (DPLF) using two buildings
as case studies. For interpretability, they applied an hyperparameter optimization and a
SHAP model reaching up to 12.74% prediction accuracy, which shows how the previous
day’s peak load and temperatures influence the predictions. Li et al. [127] investigated the
effectiveness of using an attention mechanism to increase the RNN’s interpretability for
24-h building cooling-load prediction. As a result, they show that past energy consumption
has the greatest influence on the prediction due to the building’s thermal inertia. Cheng
et al. [128] developed a physics-informed neural network that takes data from a resistance–
capacitance (2R2C) thermal model. The use of a physics model gives the user knowledge of
the effect of changing input parameters thanks to the intrinsic interpretability of physical
law (which can be considered an ante hoc model) and the flexibility of ANN in processing
data. Following the same approach, Chen and Zhang [129] proposed a modified LSTM
network using thermal dynamics parameters for modelling building thermal performance.
Moreover, Di Natale et al. [130] proposed a physically based ANN that was able to integrate
environmental knowledge for building thermal modelling. Wang et al. [131] proposed a
Direct eXplainable Neural Network (DXNN) to calculate solar irradiance. Modifying the
activation function of the neural network they were able to obtain a direct relationship
between model’s input and output. Moving to occupancy and activity detection, Cengiz
et at. [132] developed CNN to track human activities. The model interpretability was
increased using Activity Recognition on Signal Images (HARSI) approach, transforming
accelerometers data into signals in the domain of frequency. Yuan et at. [133] proposed
a passive multi-modal interpretable data fusion algorithm based on RNN for Human
Identification and Activity Recognition (HIAR). The data that comes from a Software
Defined Radio (SDR) and Passive InfraRed (PIR) sensors was interpretated using SHAP
model to evaluate results. Zhang et al. [134] developed a networks-based Takagi-Sugeno-
Kang fuzzy classifier (DBN-TSK-FC) to analyse indoor occupancy. The fuzzy classifies give
interpretability to their unsupervised Deep Belief Network (DBN) representing the first
layer of neural network hidden nodes as a set of consequent variables of fuzzy rules. E.
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Kim [135] proposed an Interpretable Convolutional Neural Network (I-CNN) for indoor
activity detection by adding temporal convolution and pooling layers into a CNN. Li
et al. [136] showed how the day hour was the most influential feature for hourly electricity
prediction using an Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) network, a modified ANN
model to reveal the relationship between input features and model output.

4.2. Encoder–Decoder

Encoder models take an input sequence and creates a contextual representation (which
is also called context) of it, instead, decoder models take this contextual representation
as input and generates output sequence. Therefore, Encoder–Decoder models use textual
or categorial input to generate categorical or textual output. A very famous example
of Encoder–Decoder model is Google Translator that generates text decoding a textual
input [137]. Recently, the attention mechanist has been included inside Encoder–Decoder
models to increase machine-to-machine translation performances and the human inter-
pretability of the output [138]. Attention mechanism is intended for mimicking the cognitive
attention using “soft” weights for each parameter under investigation that can change
during each runtime, in contrast to “hard” weights that are fixed, pre-trained and fine-
tuned. Encoder-decoder models can use also be used with time-series [139]. This makes the
attention mechanism a useful tool by which to increase interpretability of encoder–decoder
models for both regression and classification tasks. Luo et al. [140] used an encode-decode
architecture and ConvLSTM attention mechanism for the prediction of multi-energy loads
in a micro-energy network showing good accuracy in forecasting energy loads. Li et al. [141]
developed a FDD model using time-series data coming from chillers for the forecasting
of cooling loads inside a building and proving the possibility of obtaining the importance
of each input feature, thus explaining the impact of each feature. Gao and Ruan [142]
proposed an accurate building energy consumption prediction model investigating three
different interpretable encoder and decoder models based on LSTM and self-attention
mechanism. Their model showed the impact of daily temperatures (max, min and mean)
and dew point temperature on the predictions. A similar approach was used by Ellis
and Chinde [143] for the predictions of HVAC loads in a closed-loop system for a single
environment belonging to a multi-zone building. The results were validated using Ener-
gyPlus software and can predict the indoor air temperature and HVAC sensible cooling
rate. At least, Azam and Younis [144] developed an encoder–decoder model for the predic-
tion of energy consumption demonstrating the importance of historical feature inputs on
model output.

4.3. Clustering and Feature Extraction

Clustering models intended for grouping input data into clusters that shares homoge-
nous proprieties, instead, feature extraction is intended for analysing raw data to extract
numerical features that conserve the information of the original dataset. For example,
when measuring the efficiency of an HVAC system with a clustering model, it would be
theoretically possible to organize them by the thermodynamical cycle; instead, using a
feature-extraction model, it is possible to analyse the efficiency of a thermodynamical cycle.
Unlike ANNs and encoder–decoder techniques, clustering and feature extraction can be
used in addition to any “black box” model without the need to modify processing. Liu
et al. [145] proposed a clustering data-mining-based framework to extract typical electricity
load patterns (TELPs) for individual buildings. To shrink the dataset, they clustered the
shapes of the electricity-load profiles into five statistical features using a density-based
spatial clustering model (DBSCAN) and a K-means algorithm. To increase the interpretabil-
ity of the approach, the authors also implemented a CART algorithm, showing how it is
possible to perform an early FDD analysis based on anomalous loads profiles. Prabhakaran
et al. [146] proposed a small binary decision tree to increase the interpretability of a K-
means model for indoor occupancy estimation. Galli et al. [147] proposed a multi-step
methodology based on a clustering algorithm and a LIME to investigate the energy per-
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formance classes of buildings using a large set of energy performance certificates (EPCs)
as input. Choi and Kim [148] investigated the performances of clustering and tree-based
algorithms to evaluate energy-efficiency buildings (EBB). they found that the conditional
inference tree (CIT) algorithm performed best in terms of interpretability and classification
accuracy compared to other decision-tree and clustering models. Tang et al. [149] used
smart meters along with demographic and socio-economic data to identify the main drivers
of residential energy consumption, showing a correlation between age and education level
and load patterns. Moreover, they obtained better classification performance using feature-
extraction algorithms, rather than XGBoost and ANN models. The good performance of
simple models in clustering and features extraction has also been evidenced in the work
of Grimaldo and Novak [150]. They obtained better accuracy using k-nearest neighbours
(kNN) algorithms instead the more complex random forest (RF) and gradient boosted
trees (GBT) models for the forecasting of energy usage in buildings. Moreover, their ap-
proach is also interpretable because they extracted the relevant information, organizing it
and reducing the data complexity [107]. The results are also published in another work,
wherein they developed a smart energy dashboard using kNN and decision trees models
to visualize daily energy consumption to increase user awareness [151]. An innovative
clustering technique that is intended for simulating buildings’ thermal design data was
developed by Bhatia et al. [152]. Their approach is called axis-aligned hyper-rectangles and
can cluster information, dividing data into hyper-rectangle boundaries interpretable using
specific rules. The authors created rules for the calculation of the window-to-wall ratio to
assist in the design process of building envelopes in different climate zones. Kasuya [153]
proposed a Gaussian mixture (GM) model and a distribution-based clustering (DBC) algo-
rithm for the prediction of loads for the next day, using energy data as input. Miller and
Xiao [154,155] showed that a clustering model and energy-consumption data can be used
to classify living spaces by their intended use, making results interpretable.

4.4. Generalized Additive Models

GAMs were born as an improvement on linear regression and logistic regression
models. They are more generalized than those models but maintain a good degree of
interpretability because GAMs are ante-hoc models [108]. Moreover, GAMs can be used
on discontinuous and volatile data thanks to the use of a smoothing function and back-
fitting [156]. Khamma et al. [156] used GAMs to forecast indoor heat and power usage
as input the ambient air temperature, solar radiation, and time. As a result, the outdoor
air temperature showed a negative relationship with the predicted heating load, while
solar radiation had a negative exponential relationship with the predicted heating load.
Voss et al. [157] developed a mathematical model for the calculation of building inertia
thermal energy storage (BITES) for smart grid control. They used a GAM to obtain BITES
input parameters from building data, demonstrating that the ceiling surface temperature
can be used as a proxy for the current state of energy use. As a result, they calculated the
benefit of using conventional hot water tanks instead of batteries for energy storage and
the related potential to reduce the building’s carbon footprint. Li et al. [158] used MLR,
GAM, and energy performance index (EPI) to calculate the energy efficiency of a healthcare
facility. The authors found that MLR was the most consistent and robust benchmarking
model, while GAM appeared to have the best accuracy. Ghose et al. [159] implemented a
regression analysis using Kruskal-Wallis (KW) and GAM to support interpretation of = life-
cycle assessment (LCA) data for the refurbishment of office buildings in New-Zealand
under four different scenarios: business-as-usual, integration of PV panels, integration
with an electric renewable-energy grid, and implementation of best construction practices.
González-Mahecha et al. [160] proposed a model to evaluate the impact of renewable-energy
technologies for zero- or nearly-zero-energy buildings (ZEB and NZEB). GAMS was used
to calculate, for every system and on hourly basis, the demand and production of power,
using as a case study a real building in Portugal. Their model considers the use of solar PVs
panels and miniature wind turbines for energy production and batteries for storage. Their
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studies also investigated the energy costs related to selling and buying electricity, making
the results interpretable in economic terms. In addition, GAMs were also used to perform
sensitivity analysis on input features for thermal-comfort modelling [161] and thermal
energy-storage modelling [157] and to identify operational patterns of gas-powered HVAC
systems [162], distributed PV PP [163], and short-term energy prediction in buildings [156].
The main drawback of GAMs is their simplicity; they cannot be compared to more complex
models but can only approximate the real behaviour of the system analysed.

4.5. Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations

In 2016, Ribeiro et al. [164] introduced LIME as a model-agnostic method designed
to provide localized interpretations for individual predictions using a local surrogate
model. LIME is particularly valuable for explaining classification problems, as it can
provide both contradictory and supportive information for each input feature in relation
to a given prediction. Hülsmann et al. [165] used LIME in combination with an ANN to
develop an optimization model for a small energy grid of buildings using PV panels and
batteries. They showed the advantages in terms of the interpretability, compactness, and
robustness of using LIME instead of sensitivity models for the evaluation of energy systems.
Wastensteiner et al. [166] applied LIME to interpret ML-based time-series classification
models for the assessment of buildings’ energy consumption, then analysed the stability
and reliability of the interpretations. Tsoka et al. [167] developed an eXplainable Neural
Network (XNN) to evaluate Italians EPCs. Their approach involves the use of an ANN
with a LIME model to make the results interpretable, showing that transmittance and the
dimensions of opaque surfaces are the main contributors to the EPC value. Chung and
Liu [168] used a standardized regression coefficient (SRC) along with LIME and SHAP
to evaluate the main parameters for the prediction of energy loads in office buildings on
different climate zones via a DNN. Among the models analysed, SHAP needed the smallest
number of inputs for an accurate load prediction. Another interesting result observed by
the authors is the possibility of removing weather sensors and using climate time-series
data instead. Srinivasan et al. [169] used LIME for chiller FDD, inspecting issues such as
scaling in condenser fins, sensor errors caused by flow pulsations, and false alarms. They
showed that the LIME’s ability to provide contradicting information plays a dual role: it
assists decision-makers in identifying faults and can identify false alarms generated by
“black box” models. Carlsson et al. [170] applied LIME to a regression problem, evaluating
the confidence level of individual predictions related to chiller COPs.

4.6. SHapley Additive exPlanations

The SHAP algorithm was originally proposed by Lundberg and Lee [171] in 2017.
It was designed as an interpretability tool to explain individual predictions (local inter-
pretations) or for global interpretation, aggregating the model’s values. Moreover, the
authors also proposed KernelSHAP, an alternative, kernel-based estimation approach in-
spired by local surrogate models, and TreeSHAP, a tree-based estimation model. This
model calculates the average marginal contribution of a feature value across all possible
coalition values, an approach borrowed from coalitional game theory. In this way, every
feature value contributes to the prediction. SHAP has attracted considerable interest from
the scientific community, and, like LIME, it has been widely adopted. For instance, Din-
mohammadi et al. [172] proposed a model for the prediction of energy consumption in
residential buildings under different indoor and outdoor conditions. The authors used
a PSO-optimized RF classification algorithm for the identification of the most important
factors related to heating demand, a self-organizing map (SOM) for feature aggregation
and dimensionality reduction and an ensemble classification model for the forecasting.
SHAP was used in addition to a causal inference method to increase model interpretability,
revealing a relationship between water-pipe temperature changes, air temperature, and the
building’s energy consumption. Sun et al. [173] used SHAP in combination with a DNN for
the calculation of the building’s energy efficiency, using EPC data and façade information
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from Google Street View (GSV) as input. As a result, they developed an automated tool for
the identification of the contribution of each building feature to energy efficiency. In a work
by S. Park et al. [174], SHAP was used to provide both local and global interpretations of an
RF model for FDD in district heating systems. Moon et al. [175] developed an eXplainable
Electrical Load Forecasting (XELF) methodology using tree-based ensemble models (RF,
GBM, XGBoost, LightGBM, and categorical boosting). SHAP was used by the authors to
investigate the main contributors to energy loads, showing that temperature-humidity
index and wind-chill index are the most influential factors. Zhang et al. [176] adopted
SHAP to provide local interpretations for evaluating thermal comfort, calculating predicted
mean vote (PMV) values. The authors also proposed potential solutions to enhance indoor
thermal comfort based on SHAP interpretation. A similar work by Yang et al. [177] used
SHAP to evaluate three thermal-sensation models: hot, neutral, and cold. Their results
showed that air temperature and relative humidity are the most influential features across
all models. Shen and Pan [178] developed an automatic tool for energy-performance as-
sessment in buildings, supported by BIM data. Their tool comprises three components:
DesignBuilder for simulation, a BO-LGBM (Bayesian optimization-LightGBM) and SHAP
model for the prediction and explanation of performance, and an AGE-MOEA algorithm
for the optimization of buildings. SHAP results revealed that HAVC systems have the
greatest impact on energy consumption. Chang et al. [179] utilized SHAP to analyse and
reveal feature importance in PV power generation models. Their results revealed global
horizontal irradiance as the most influential feature, a result aligned with the results of
Pearson correlation (PC) analyses. Arjunan et al. [180] proposed integrating EnergyStar++
assessment with SHAP models to explain why a building is achieving a particular score.
They used multiple linear regression (MLR) with feature interactions (MLRi) and GBT to cal-
culate the scores and SHAP to evaluate the contributions, showing how the features under
analysis (number of workers, number of computers, gross flow area, working hours/week,
cooling degree days, and cooled gross flow area) are related to the result. Gao et al. [181]
used SHAP to interpret RF and light gradient boosting machine (LightGBM) models for
chiller FDD. The SHAP model can be also used for occupancy-related tasks, such as to
predict CO2 concentration [182]. Jang et al. [126] proposed a methodology for DPLF based
on a robust and interpretable DPLF (RAID) model. Their goal was the development of
low-resource-intensive model that be used on systems without GPU hardware. SHAP was
used to make a MLPRegressor and a Optuna optimizer interpretable, revealing the influ-
ence of the previous day’s peak load and temperature-related variables on the predictions.
Park and Park [183] used SHAP to rank feature importance in the prediction of natural
ventilation rates, finding that the most influential features are pressure differences, outdoor
temperature, and wind speed. Wenninger et al. [184] performed an analysis of EPC in Eng-
land and Wales based on retrofitting interventions, house prices, and socio-demographic
information. The authors used SHAP to identify the key factors and relationships between
the features, showing that many interventions were related to CO2 emissions and suggest-
ing easy-to-implement policy measure. Papadopoulos and Kontokosta [185] used SHAP to
interpretate the results of an XGBoost-based energy benchmark for residential buildings.
Akhlaghi et al. [186] used SHAP to interpret performance-related indices (cooling capacity,
coefficient of performance (COP), and wet/dew point efficiency) for a dew-point cooler,
showing the relationship between cooling capacity and intake air velocity.

4.7. Other Techniques

There are also other interpretable ML techniques that can be used for energy assess-
ment. For instance, permutation importance (PI) can assess feature importance by shuffling
feature values and observing the impact on model predictions. A feature is considered
important if its shuffling leads to a substantial prediction error. Carlson et al. [170,187]
used PI to increase the interpretability of an ANN-based electricity-load prediction. Chahbi
et al. [188] used both RF and PI models for the evaluation of building energy consumption.
RF was used for the predictions, and PI was used for to make the outcomes interpretable.
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Singh et al. [189] proposed a component-based ML model (CBML) for building energy
prediction. Their approach is based on decomposing the building into small components
and calculating intermediate parameters from heat flows and energy components for each
zone, using the aggregate of these values to calculate the total energy demand. C. Zhang
et al. [190] proposed a hybrid prediction method based on LSTM networks and ANN to
forecast the energy loads of buildings. To interpret the results, they used a dimensionless
sensitivity index (DSI) and a weighted Manhattan distance to quantify feature importance.
Alfalah et al. [191] evaluated the number of occupants in a school building, as well as
the occupancy patterns and profiles. They used a hidden Markov model (HMM) for the
predictions and Kullback Leibler (KL) for the interpretation of results. A KL model was
also used by Kim and Cho [192] to measure feature relevance in energy prediction, using
latent states from an encoder–decoder model.

Feature importance can be also assessed using tree-based methods by calculating each
feature’s contribution to reducing error within the tree model. These methods include
RF, gradient boosting machine (GBM), XGBoost, and Cubist [193,194]. Wang et al. [195]
used regression tree (RT) and support vector regression (SVR) for hourly energy-use pre-
diction in two educational buildings in north central Florida. RF was used to identify
the most influential features during both semesters, showing how they vary by semester
and indicating the existence of different operational conditions for the tested buildings.
Smarra et al. [196] developed a data-driven model predictive control (DPC) technique for
building energy optimization and climate control using FR and RF models. Liu et al. [197]
developed a mixed model for the forecasting of building energy consumption based on
the design of the building envelope. RF was used to predict building energy consump-
tion and rank the importance of each parameter, then a Pearson function was used to
evaluate the corresponding correlations. Their results revealed that the most influential
parameters were the heat-transfer coefficients of the exterior walls and outer windows and
the window-wall ratio. Liu et al. [198] developed a rule-set surrogate model to replace
an RF model for building energy prediction. Touzani et al. [199] predicted the energy
consumption of buildings using a GBM model and found that the model performed better
than RF. Zhang et al. [200] combined effect of building characteristics, building geometry,
and urban morphology for the evaluation of energy consumption and carbon footprint.
They used a light GBM integrated with a SHAP model to provide insights regarding the
results. Yigit [201] developed an integrated thermal-design-optimization model for an
existing building consisting of a genetic algorithm (GA) and GBM. Interpretability arises
from the evaluation of energy-saving measures used as input parameters for the model,
such as WWR, insulation thickness, and the orientation of the building. Moon et al. [194]
used a Cubist regression to rank the importance of features for energy forecasting, revealing
that external factors such as outdoor air temperature and the dates of holidays, along with
internal factors like one-day-ahead and one-week-ahead energy loads, play fundamental
roles. Sauer et al. [202] used an adaptively tuned XGBoost algorithm to predict the cooling
and heating system loads of residential buildings. Mohammadiziazi and Bilec [203] used
four different models (RF, XGBoost, single RT, and multiple linear regression), to predict
energy-use intensity (EUI) across the USA during the 21st century. They showed that
outcomes are related to climate data and that it is therefore crucial to use a comprehen-
sive building dataset to assess energy consumption. Huang et al. [204] compared the
performances of LSTM, SVR, and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) Networks for the
forecasting of energy consumption in public buildings. The result of their study identified
the most suitable model for use largely on the natural characteristics of building energy
data. Sipple [205] proposed an unsupervised anomaly-detection method for ANNs to
identify power-meter device failures in office buildings, employing an integrated gradi-
ents approach to interpret anomalies. Zhang et al. [206] used inspected FDD based on
building energy consumption anomalies. Anomaly detection is considered a one-sided
process. Therefore, to extract the correlation between features and their influence upon the
output, the authors introduced a graph convolutional network (GCN) enhanced by a graph
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attention mechanism. Lei et al. [207] took the data from the building energy monitoring
system (BEMS) of a university building to develop an anomaly-detection analysis using
a clustering algorithm and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to improve detection and
support the adjustment of building-management strategies. Counterfactual explanation is
yet another system for generating local interpretations of individual samples. This method
creates nearby samples with minimal feature changes that alter the model’s output. Sakkas
et al. [208] selected features through statistical analysis and then utilized them for diverse
counterfactual explanation (DiCE) model to conduct counterfactual analysis to interpret
energy-demand forecasting. Tran et al. [209] developed an innovative context-aware evolu-
tionary learning algorithm (CELA) to both increase the capabilities of existing evolutionary
learning methods in handling many features and datasets, and to provide an interpretable
model based on the automatically extracted contexts. The authors tested their algorithm on
real-world energy-prediction tasks for buildings, with performances comparable to those
of XGBoost and ANN.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

ML techniques are currently used in many different technological fields. Moreover,
their widespread use is expected to rise in the coming years thanks to the widespread use
of smart devices, the increase in computational power, and the ever-increasing presence
of technology in everyday life. Using ML algorithms, it is possible to reduce resource
consumption in the built environment. However, users and stakeholders may not trust the
output of an algorithm due to the intrinsic difficulty of interpretating what it means. A
search for published papers in the Scopus database that contain the keywords “Energy”,
“Building” and “Machine Learning” revealed that there are more than 1700 records avail-
able. However, if the keywords “interpretable” (or “interpretability”) or “explainable” (or
“explainability”) are added to the search, the number papers decreases to 140, with the first
work having been published in 2014 [210]. The numbers rose in 2019, with 12 papers/year.
As a reference, in 2023, a total of 53 such records were published in the database. This
overview cannot be considered a deep investigation but is intended to show the rising inter-
est of the international scientific community in this topic. For instance, this work reviewed
more than 200 papers, all intended to show the usefulness of ML for energy management
in a building environment, and 98 of which specifically focusing on interpretability issues.
Moreover, based on the study of the current literature, the main applications are FDD, load
and power management, and occupancy-activity prediction. This work also describes the
most-used models for prediction/classification and for the assessment of interpretability.
A summary based on the reviewed literature of the main advantages and disadvantages
of the different interpretable ML models, as well as the applicable reference models, is
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. The main advantages, disadvantages and applicability of interpretable ML models based on
the literature analysis.

Model Advantages/Disadvantages Applicability

Interpretable Artificial Neural Networks

Advantages:

• High accuracy and performance.
• Can use text, images and tabular data as input.
• Model-agnostic.

Disadvantages:

• Prone to overfitting.
• Mainly for local interpretations.
• Custom development.
• Post-hoc.
• Long training time.
• Sensitive to badly structured data.

ANN, CNN, DNN, RNN
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Table 1. Cont.

Model Advantages/Disadvantages Applicability

Encoder–Decoder

Advantages:

• Captures contextual information
• Suitable for natural language processing
• Long short-term memory.
• Possible to use pre-trained models.
• Model-agnostic.

Disadvantages:

• Mainly for local interpretations.
• Similar performance compared to ANN.
• Difficulty in managing long inputs.
• Long and complex training.
• Model-specific.
• Custom development.
• Post-hoc.
• Sensitive to badly structured data.

RNN

Clustering and feature extraction

Advantages:

• Ante-hoc.
• Easily interpretable.
• Short preparation time.
• Resistant to bad structured data.
• Non-linear and non-parametric.
• Can be used with different features (categorical

and numeric data).
• For both local and global interpretations.

Disadvantages:

• Unstable on different datasets.
• Prone to overfitting.
• Limited performance in regression tasks
• Model-specific.
• Non-continuous.
• Long training time on large datasets.

K-means, DBSCAN, GBT, CIT,
XGBoost, kNN, DBC, GM,
DT, RF

Regressors

Advantages:

• Ante-hoc.
• Easily interpretable.
• Short training time.
• Easily interpretable.
• Short preparation time.
• For both local and global interpretations.

Disadvantages:

• Unstable on badly structured data.
• Parametric.
• Model-specific.
• Suitable only for numeric datasets.
• Low accuracy compared to other models.
• Difficulty in addressing complex problems.
• Selective and possibly incompatible results.

Linear and logistic regression,
SVR, MLR, Lasso
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Table 1. Cont.

Model Advantages/Disadvantages Applicability

Generalized Additive Models (GAM)

Advantages:

• Combines the advantages of linear and logistic
regressions.

• Easily interpretable.
• Applicable to all regression tasks.
• Flexible and regularizable.
• Good performance and training time.
• Resistant to badly structured data.
• Model-agnostic.
• For both local and global interpretations.
• Ante-hoc.

Disadvantages:

• Parametric.
• Rely on assumptions about the data-generation

process.
• Less interpretable compared to linear and

logistic regressions.
• Suitable only for numeric datasets.

Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic
Explanations (LIME)

Advantages:

• Surrogate model.
• Works on different dataset types (text, images,

and tabular data).
• Applicable to all ML models.
• Fidelity measure.
• Human-friendly explanations.
• Possible to use different features on the training

model.
• Model-agnostic.
• For both local and global interpretations.

Disadvantages:

• Post-hoc.
• Difficulties in defining a good kernel.
• Data sampled by Gaussian distribution only.
• Complexity of the interpretation must be

defined in advance.
• Instability of explanations.

All models.

SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP)

Advantages:

• Surrogate model.
• Give insight regarding contradictory

explanations.
• Based on LIME
• Fast to implement.
• Applicable to all ML models.
• Fidelity measure.
• Human-friendly explanations.
• Model-agnostic.
• For both local and global interpretations.

Disadvantages:

• Post-hoc.
• Slow training.
• Ignore features’ dependencies.
• Can produce unintuitive results.
• Can be misinterpreted or provide bad

interpretations.

All models.
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Table 1. Cont.

Model Advantages/Disadvantages Applicability

Other techniques

Advantages:

• For both local and global interpretations.
• High accuracy.
• Partially post-hoc.
• Partially model-specific.
• Works on different dataset types (text, images,

and tabular data).

Disadvantages:

• Interpretability depends on specific
implementation.

• Custom implementation.
• Complexity
• Partially model-specific.
• Partially post-hoc.
• Instabilities and unexpected results.

GA, PI, DiCE, and
combinations of other
ML models.

However, it is evident that there are still some limitations with regard to interpretability.
First, it is still difficult to explain what is meant by the term “interpretability”. Secondly,
many works lack comparisons between different interpretable models and do not consider
a common definitional framework. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the real ability of the
developed models to give valuable interpretations. Moreover, according to Krishnan [211],
there are two more challenges associated with interpretability. The first is related to the
general lack of knowledge about what can be provided: it could be difficult to understand
whether a provided interpretation is formally valid, considering that interpretable models
are used to address the lack of such interpretation. The second challenge relates to the
user’s responsibility: interpretations are intended to justify or explain a problem. If a
user bases their evaluation only on the provided interpretation, the real causes can be
misunderstood, reducing or limiting attention to other parameters. Moreover, the incorrect
use of an interpretable model can artificially reduce the solution space, confusion a possible
solution with the problem. The introduction of a common framework is advisable for the
assessment of the different approaches. Moreover, the AEC sector has only recently started
to adopt these technologies, which were originally developed for other industries. Filling
the gap still requires time, knowledge and expertise, but this work is one of the challenges
to creating a more sustainable future.
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